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Practical Cyber Intelligence: How action-based intelligence can be an effective response to incidentsPackt Publishing, 2018

	Your one stop solution to implement a Cyber Defense Intelligence program in to your organisation.

	Key Features
		
			Intelligence processes and procedures for response mechanisms
	
			Master F3EAD to drive processes based on intelligence
	
			Threat modeling and intelligent frameworks
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Hack Attacks Testing: How to Conduct Your Own Security AuditJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn how to conduct thorough security examinations via illustrations and virtual simulations
A network security breach (a hack, crack, or other invasion) occurs when unauthorized access to the network is achieved and havoc results. The best possible defense is an offensive strategy that allows you to regularly test your network to reveal the...


		

Guide to Wireless Network SecuritySpringer, 2006
With the rapid deployment of wireless networks in business environments, IT professionals must implement security mechanisms that are equivalent to those existing today for wire-based networks. This volume is an authoritative, clearly-presented guide to key foundation topics and technology frameworks for designing and maintaining secure,...






		

A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...


		

Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...




		

Mac OS X SecurityNew Riders Publishing, 2003
Mac OS X now operates on a UNIX engine. As such it is much more powerful than previous operating systems. It is now a multitasking, multithreaded, multi-user, and multiprocessor system with enhanced interoperability with other systems. Along with that increased power comes increased security vulnerability. Part I introduces readers to the basics of...





		

Cisco Security ArchitecturesMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Cisco Security Architectures demystifies access lists, the PIX Firewall, and how to secure a Cisco based network. 

In today's age of remote users and widespread Internet access, security continues to be of utmost importance to network administrators and engineers. This important, comprehensive guide shows you how to avoid common mistakes...


		

Future Cities: Designing Better, Smarter, More Sustainable and Secure CitiesBookSurge Publishing, 2009

	In Future Cities, three authors - futurists, urban experts and systems architects - consider how the demands of the 21st Century will reshape the places where half of the world's population lives. From the history of urban development to the challenges of climate change and terrorism, they show how technology advances have shaped cities...


		

Testing Code SecurityAuerbach Publications, 2007

	The huge proliferation of security vulnerability exploits, worms, and viruses place an incredible drain on both cost and confidence for manufacturers and consumers. The release of trustworthy code requires a specific set of skills and techniques, but this information is often dispersed and decentralized, encrypted in its own jargon and...






		

Contemporary Environmental Issues and Challenges in Era of Climate ChangeSpringer, 2019

	
		Over the last few decades, unprecedented global population growth has led to increased demand for food and shelter. At the same time, extraction of natural resources beyond the Earth’s resilience capacity has had a devastating effect on ecosystems and environmental health. Furthermore, climate change is having a significant...



		

Hack Proofing XMLSyngress Publishing, 2002
XML is quickly becoming the universal protocol for transferring information from site to site via HTTP. Whereas HTML will continue to be the language for displaying documents on the Internet, developers will find new and interesting ways to harness the power of XML to transmit, exchange, and manipulate data using XML. Validation of the XML document...

		

HackNotes(tm) Web Security Pocket ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
HackNotes Web Security Portable Reference describes the hacks and vulnerabilities threatening today's Web applications, then provides the defenses necessary to counteract and destroy threats of all manner. Determine whether a vulnerability exists, then attack and overcome application weaknesses through a series of tested and trusted...
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